2015 A LOOK BACK
OUR MISSION
Everyone deserves access to high-quality education, and educating a child is the most sustainable vehicle for establishing thriving economies and flourishing communities.

Our mission is to provide access to high-quality bilingual education to children throughout Central America by building sustainable partnerships, establishing community-led volunteer-driven schools, and promoting cultural exchange.

Our Challenge

A lack of quality education leads to:

- Health and sanitation issues
- Economic instability
- Gender inequality
- Lack of qualified teachers
- Infrastructural challenges
- Violence

75 percent of Honduran children will not graduate high school

Together we can break the cycle
**Our Mission**

**KEY PROGRAMS**

Bilingual Education for Central America is a learning organization focused on quality education. We train and recruit international volunteer teachers who implement a dynamic, comprehensive approach to education. We partner with local communities to develop schools that will graduate students who champion learning and literacy, challenge the status quo, and who embody a service-minded attitude to become persistent advocates for change.

**San Jeronimo Bilingual School** opened its doors in September of 2004 and has since grown to serve over 260 students with a staff of 14 BECA volunteers and 9 Hondurans. SJBS is owned and operated by a nonprofit group of democratically elected parents known as ASPAPRO who form BECA’s partner in the community of Cofradia. SJBS is defined by a unique scholarship program and alternative tuition model, which allows all members of the community the right, and ability, to access this quality, bilingual education.

**Santa Monica Bilingual School** opened their doors in September of 2011 and has since grown to serve over 170 students with a staff of 9 BECA volunteers and 5 Hondurans. SMBS is owned and operated by La Hermandad de San Agustin, an order of nuns who operate various social projects, including SMBS, in the town of Vida Nueva, Honduras. SMBS is defined by its unique 100% student scholarship model. Under this alternative tuition model, parents utilize the level of scholarship needed to meet their financial needs.

**Amigos de Jesus Bilingual School** opened their doors in September of 2013 and has since grown to serve over 120 students with a staff of 7 BECA volunteers, 5 Honduran staff, and many other local and international volunteers. BECA entered into this joint venture with Amigos de Jesus, a U.S. and Honduran based organization operating a children’s home for over 85 children who have been victims of abuse or neglect in some form. The home is located outside of Maquelizo, Santa Barbara, Honduras.

**Our Mission**

**KEY PROGRAMS**

A high quality education begins with high quality teachers. BECA volunteers begin their year with an intense and 6-week, summer training that prepares them for the duties and challenges they will face once the school year starts.

The training institute, run by veteran teachers and teacher trainers, is an important first step in the BECA experience. After completion of the 6-week summer training program volunteers are equipped with the basic tools necessary to succeed in a BECA classroom. **Ongoing professional development ensures they have the support they need to hone their teaching skills.**

**Supplementary Programs**

**BECa’s signature Alternative Tuition Model** allows all members of a community, independent of socio-economic standing, to access our schools. Through the Alternative Tuition Model families apply yearly for scholarships (or a “beca”) that covers a portion or all of the monthly tuition. In return for these scholarships, families donate time to the school proportional to their scholarships. In this way every member of the school community is involved, either through monthly tuition payments or through contributions of their time and talent at the school.

**San Jeronimo Bilingual School**

**Santa Monica Bilingual School**

**Amigos de Jesus Bilingual School**

**BECa’s Bachillerato Program Scholarship**

**Libros y Familia**

Libros y Familia brings together parents and students to promote a meaningful dialogue, and enjoy a day of reading and activities.
A LOOK BACK AT 2015

FEBRUARY
Participated in World Read Aloud Day with a Dr. Seuss themed event

MARCH
For the first time all BECA teachers attended the annual Teachers Teaching Teachers conference in San Pedro Sula

APRIL
Held our 7th annual Vino Y Chocolate event in New York City with the help of our generous friends at Wine & Spirits Magazine and Maribel Chocolates

MAY
Libros Y Familia brought together hundreds of students and their families to celebrate a day of literacy

MAY
Hannah Bryant joined the BECA family as our In-Country Director

JULY
Our largest group of Summer Camp volunteers ran a great 3-week camp

SEPTEMBER
Launched our annual Back to School campaign. This year’s theme: ABCD’s of BECA

OCTOBER
Presented at the Sustainable Honduras Conference on Equity and Empowerment through Education

DECEMBER
Our most successful holiday giving season brought in $19,128!
We’re growing! Each year, through the generosity of our donors, we welcome two new classes to our partner schools, ADJ and SMBS. This past year we will have seen those schools grow by 45 students!

**METRICS**

**YEARLY STUDENT POPULATION**
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**INNOVATIONS**

**PROFESSIONAL PATHWAYS PROGRAM**

Founded in the principles of task-based language learning, BECA’s new Professional Pathways Program is a continuing education option offered to graduates of BECA schools. It emphasizes authentic, communication-driven tasks that simultaneously promote language acquisition and prepare students to use their linguistic skills in meaningful interactions outside the classroom.

**SCIENCE CURRICULUM UPGRADE**

Thanks to former BECA volunteer, Katie MacDiarmid, our Science Curriculum received a substantial update. The new curriculum emphasizes scientific fundamentals and explores the use of critical thinking to solve real-world problems.

**COMPUTER LABS**

Thanks to generous donations, BECA’s schools have fully equipped computer labs. The computers give BECA students a technological edge in the emerging Honduran workforce.

**98.2% high school enrollment**
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BECA BY THE NUMBERS

- 200+ BECA volunteers
- 3 community partner schools
- 613 total students educated
- 115 graduates
- 11% yearly student growth
- 98% high school enrollment
- 73% university enrollment
- 613 total students educated
OUR PARTNERS
Our Partners

PARTNERSHIPS

BECA does not own and operate the schools with whom we work. Instead, we collaborate with local partners who bring community knowledge and investments to the project. Our partners are responsible for hiring Honduran teachers, managing school finances, reporting to the Ministry of Education, and assisting BECA in support of the foreign teachers. Our equal-footing partnerships result in close, long-lasting relationships between BECA teachers and community members.

PARTNER LED PROJECTS 2015

San Jeronimo Bilingual School

MURALS -- The students in 4th - 9th grade painted murals around the auditorium displaying values that we strive towards as BECA students.

MIDDLE SCHOOL BELL -- Our first automated bell was installed to help our middle school students change classes.

IN WITH THE NEW -- SJBS library received new books and to make space donated older books to local schools.

VOLLEYBALL -- SJBS once again has a volleyball net, one more fun outlet for BECA students.

Santa Monica Bilingual School

CLASSROOM DESIGN -- A finalized design was approved by Pro Honduras and our partners at SMBS for the upcoming Middle School building.

STUDENT BATHROOMS -- A new set of bathrooms was completed.

DRAINAGE SYSTEM -- No longer will the playground flood on rainy days.

Amigos de Jesus

NEW CLASSROOMS -- Construction has begun on new classrooms that will house the ever growing ADJ student community.

TEACHER VISITS -- BECA teachers are conducting two weekly visits to the children’s home dormitories to work with caregivers on supporting the children with homework.

SOCCER GAMES -- Monthly soccer matches have begun bringing all of the teachers together in a fun, team-bonding activity.

Only if we work together with respect, honesty, integrity, and equality, do we believe we will accomplish our goal of achieving a sustainable educational and economic transformation.
OUR CAMPAIGNS
BACK TO SCHOOL

Investing in education is the single most effective way to reduce poverty. At BECA, students in communities across Honduras are given the tools necessary to become leaders in their home country.

As students were stepping into classrooms, people all over North America rallied together to send 113 BECA kids to school.

$16,887 DOLLARS RAISED

113 STUDENTS FUNDED

GIVING STATS

LEARN THE ABCDs OF BECA

DONATE NOW

FACEBOOK STATS

4,177 ENGAGEMENT

64,815 REACH

62 NEW PAGE LIKES

NEW CLASSROOMS -- Construction has begun on new classrooms that will house the ever growing ADJ student community.

TEACHER VISITS -- BECA teachers are conducting two weekly visits to the children's home dormitories to work with caregivers on supporting the children with homework.

SOCCER GAMES -- Monthly soccer matches have begun bringing all of the teachers together in a fun, team-bonding activity.

SPECIAL THANK YOUS

DR. PHILIP AND SUSAN GAYNES

INTERACT CLUB OF SANTA FE

PAUL AND LINDA MALMGREN

TIMOTHY VANOVER

SPangler FAMILY

STUART AND LINDA KIKEN

GIVING STATS

TOTAL RAISED $16,887

AVERAGE DONATION $123

NUMBER OF DONORS 137

LARGEST DONATION $5,000
HOLIDAY GIVING

Over the holiday season our goal was to fund 5 classrooms. Without BECA, most of the students in these classrooms would find themselves in overcrowded public school classrooms where many school days are canceled in any given year.

Thanks to the generosity of our donors, we surpassed our goals and funded six BECA classrooms for 2016!

$20,364
DOLLARS RAISED

136
STUDENTS FUNDED

GIVING STATS

TOTAL RAISED $20,364

NUMBER OF DONORS 76

AVERAGE DONATION $268

LARGEST DONATION $5,000

VINO Y CHOCOLATE

Our seventh annual Vino Y Chocolate event, hosted in New York City, celebrated BECA’s partners and students alike. The event was attended by staff, alumni, donors, friends and family.

Every child deserves a high quality education, and as the event demonstrated, there are hundreds working alongside BECA to make this a reality.

$21,020
DOLLARS RAISED

140
STUDENTS FUNDED

SPONSORS AND SPECIAL THANK YOUS

VAN AGTMAEL CHARITABLE FUND
GILBERT AND ILDILKO BUTLER FAMILY FOUNDATION
MINOGUE FAMILY
LAUREL DURST

Black Friday - Cyber Monday
#GIVINGTUESDAY
December 1, 2015

Wine & Spirits
BECA IN THE PRESS

BECA is a truly inspiring organization, operating a unique model where decision making and responsibility are shared with its local community partners. These equal-footing partnerships have proven to be highly successful.

- Pocket Robin

The objective of the [BECA] school is to give low-income Hondurans the skills they need to be successful in their own country. And, their approach seems to be working.

- VICE News

DIGITAL ENGAGEMENT IN 2015

Increase in Social Media Followers 591

262,622 Social Media Reach

Social Media Followers 3,259

12,714 Facebook Engagement

341 Social Media Posts
OUR FAMILY
Our Family

**BOARD OF DIRECTORS**

MICHAEL BUTTRAM  
Chairman

JAIME KOPPEL  
Founder

GREG MINOGUE  
Treasurer

FRAN TALAVERA  
Member

NORAH TAHIRI  
Member

ADAM WOZNIAK  
Member

JOSH BALSER  
Member

Special thanks to our members who went on to new things in 2015.

LAURENCE BIRDSEY  

GIULIO ROTTARO  

JENNA FOSTER  

Our Family

**LEADERSHIP AND STAFF**

**EXECUTIVE STAFF**

SEAN BELL  
Executive Director

HANNAH BRYANT  
In-Country Director

**PROGRAM STAFF**

ELISABETH MCDERMOTT  
School Administrator, ADJ  
Second Year

NATALIA SALAZAR  
School Administrator &  
Operation Manager, SJBS  
Second Year

DEREK CHRISTOPHEL  
School Administrator &  
Team Manager, SJBS  
Third Year

NICK DERDA  
School Administrator, SMBS  
First Year
Our Family

ADVISORY TEAM, USA

JILLIAN SHROPSHIRE, Recruitment Chair
RAVEN HAYES, Media Chair
JENNA FOSTER, Training Chair
LARA BRYFONSKI, Training Team
KIM MURRAY, Training Team

ASPAPRO (SJBS PARTNERS)

CARLOS GARCIA, School Board President
WALDA SARMIENTO, School Board Vice President
DIGNA TROCHEZ, School Board Secretary
MARIBEL DIAZ, School Board member
FRANCISCO PEREZ, School Board Treasurer
JERONIMO ZELAYA, School Board member
KATYA DIAZ, School Board member
JOSE GARCIA, School Board member
GLADIS SILVA, School Director

AMIGOS DE JESUS (ADJBS PARTNERS)

AMY ESCOTO, Director of Operations
WILSON ESCOTO, Director of Operations
OSMAN QUINTANILLA, School Director

INTERVIEW TEAM

ALYSSA BAUMGARTEN, interviewer
ANDREW SCANLAN, interviewer
ELENA HIGHT, interviewer
HEIDI ERICKSON, interviewer
JAVIN SMITH, interviewer
JESSICA BARRETT, interviewer
JESSICA GORELICK, interviewer
JOSEPH STARZL, interviewer
LEAH BEACHLEY, interviewer
MARISA GARCIA, interviewer
REBECCA BUSH, interviewer
SARAH STANTON, interviewer
STEPHANIE KOTT, interviewer
YAEL KIKEN, interviewer
TYLER BARRETO, interviewer
SAMIRA VACHANI, interviewer

HERMANDAD DE SAN AGUSTIN (SMBS PARTNERS)

SR. MARTINA MONCADAS, Director
NORA LUETHOLD, Pro Honduras
LEYLA CHAHIN, Pro Honduras
GLENDA GARCIA, School Director
OUR FINANCIALS
Our Financials

SUPPORT INCOME

- Foundations: $74,375 (56%)
- Individuals: $49,011 (37%)
- Grants: $6,000 (5%)
- Corporate: $2,308 (2%)

TOTAL SUPPORT INCOME: $131,695
WITH GRATITUDE TO OUR 2015 DONORS

Aaron Jordan  
Abigail DeLashmutt  
Abigail Thibeault  
Adam Wozniak  
Aimee de la Houssaye  
Alan Pampanin  
Alisa Cooper de Uribe  
Allan Goffe  
Allison Herrera  
Alyssa Baumgarten  
Amanda Harris  
Amigos de Jesus  
Amory Loring  
Amy Ignasiak  
Andrew DeSalvo  
Angela Julian  
Anna Hickman  
Ashley Marimon  
Barbara Zupko  
Benjamin Umhoefer  
Bethany Osborne-Koch  
Bethany Shockman  
Bonnie Weiler  
Bradley Wigh  
Brette Harrison  
Brianna Gomez  
Bryan Kehr  
Carl & Debra Kott  
Carol and Robert Kelly  
Caroline Johnson  
Carolyn & Ron Howatson  
Catherine Moran  
Cathy Zosel-Offutt  
Chandra Copeland  
Chester County Community Foundation Inc.  
Claire Pratt  
Common Common Cents New York  
corinne eckstein  
Cynthia Buechler  
Cynthia Loucks  
D&D Brewery  
Dallas Davis-Timms  
Dan Bell  
Daniel Carr  
Danielle Dostaly  
David & Karen Levan  
David & Valerie Foster  
David Gaynes  
David Sykes  
Deborah Baumgarten  
Diana Pacheco  
Dr. Philip and Suzan Gaynes  
Dr. William and Lois Bell  
Drs. Thomas and Lisa Courtice  
Edward Douglas  
Eli Koppel  
Elisabeth Wilder  
Elizabeth Powers  
Ellen Skirvin  
Emily Morgan  
Emily Weaver  
Emy Tomita  
Eric Brettschneider  
Forrest Miller  
Fran Talavera  
Francis Kelley  
Frank Rizza  
Gilbert & Ildiko Butler Family Foundation  
Giulio Rottaro  
Greg and Wendy Graff  
Greg Minogue  
Hamelmal Akiliu  
Hannah Beam  
Hansika Shergill  
Harold Schorn II  
Heidi Erickson  
Humberto and Tami Barreto  
Interact Club of Capital High  
iStar Financial  
Jack Huberman  
Jack Norcross  
Jaime Koppel  
James Johnson III  
James Mcnab  
Janelle Adolph  
Jasmine Kirkpatrick  
Jason Baran  
Jeff and Meredith Liddle  
Jennifer Rojas  
Jeremy Stewart  
Jessica Gorelick  
Jessie Koppel  
Jillian Shropshire  
Jim Minogue  
Joan Gibbons  
Joan Hebel
WITH GRATITUDE TO OUR 2015 DONORS

Joanna Ipiotis Romero
John & Dina Soldini
John Wertheimer
Jonathan Kaplan
Joseph Dickmann
Joseph Hickman
Joseph Rhame
Joseph Sherman
Joseph Starzl
Josh Balser
Julia Butler
Julie Schillreff
Kaitlin Flynn
Karena Malmgren
Katarina Norte
Kathryn MacDiarmid
Katie Foran-Mchale
Katie Remy
Kelly Bianchi
Kelly Greg Wilkinson
Kenneth Snyder
Kurt Sarsfield
Larry Schmitz
Lauren Graff
Lauren Young
Laurence & Daphne Birdsey
Laurence Brodie
Lee Bruner
Level Up Village
Linda and Paul Malmgren
Linda Klemm
Linda Lausell Bryant

Liquid Inspiration
Louisa Oyer
Luarel Durst
Madrone Hill Mobile Home Park
Mallory Cicchino
Marcia Gupta
Margaret Wiebe
Maria Day
marie johnston
Marie-Claude & Frederick Butler
Marie-Claude Butler
Marion Bontrager
Marisa Garcia
Marissa King
Mary Jo Sawyko
Mary Matusiewicz
Matt Wolinski
Matthew Gwlliam
Maureen Gesley
Meghan McArdle
Merrill Hall
Michael Buttram
Microsoft Matching Gifts Program
Mitch Sorby
Molly Cooksy
Myles Lane
Nancy Merchat
Natalie Pica
Nathan Greene
Ned Heydlauff
Nicole Abraham
Norah Tahiri

Olga Gonzalez
Patricia Abbott
Paul & Brenda Christophel
Paul & Linda Malmgren
Pia Williams
Ramon Lucero
Rauch Foundation
Rebecca Marshall
Renee Johnston
Richard Abraham
Rita Vachani
Robert Birdsey
Robert Maril
Russell Gaeddert
Salal Tahiri
Salal Tahiri
Samira Vachani
Samuel & Deborah Baumgarten
Samuel Baumgarten
Sarah Elizabeth Henningsen
Sarah LaFleur
Sarah Lanners
Savannah Mitchell
Sean Bell
Sheila Croutier
Sheryl Bartos
Sorpotimist International of Saratoga County
Spangler Family Fund
Stephanie Kearney
Stephanie Kott
Stuart and Linda Kiken and Frost
Sue Gibbons
WITH GRATITUDE TO OUR 2015 DONORS

Suresh Samuel
Susan Gaylor
Suzan & Dr. Philip Gaynes
Suzanne Hanshaw
Taylor and Brad Meyer
Teadie Becker
The Boston Consulting Group
The Columbus Foundation (Courtice Family)
The PIMCO Foundation
The William H. and Mattie Wattis Harris Foundation
Thiago Oliveira
Tiffany Lee
Timothy Douglas
Timothy Vanover
Van Agtmael Charitable Fund
Vivian Rider
Whitestone Mennonite Church
William Armfield
William Lange
Wood Brothers Realty

Thank You